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Abstract—Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications have become in-
creasingly popular in recent few years, which bring new chal-
lenges to network management and traffic engineering (TE). As
basic input information, P2P traffic matrices are of significant
importance for TE. Due to excessively high cost of direct
measurement, a lot of studies aim at modeling and estimating
general traffic matrices, but few focus on P2P traffic matrices. In
this paper, we proposed a model to estimate P2P traffic matrices
in networks. Important factors are considered, including the
number of peers, the localization ratio of P2P traffic, and the
distances among different networks. Here distance can be hop
counts or geographic distance accordingly. To validate our model,
we have evaluated the performance using both real P2P live
steaming traces and file sharing application traces. Evaluation
results show that the proposed model outperforms the other
two typical models for general traffic matrices estimation, in
terms of estimate errors. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first research on P2P traffic matrices estimation. P2P traffic
matrices, derived from the model, can be applied to P2P traffic
optimization and other TE fields.

Index Terms—Traffic matrix, Peer-to-Peer (P2P), Traffic engi-
neering

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowing how traffic flows through the network is not trivial
work to network operators in network design and manage-
ment,including traffic engineering, failure recovery, bandwidth
provision, etc. The distribution of network traffic can be
presented by a traffic matrix (TM) which gives traffic volume
between each origin and destination (OD) pair in the network.

Estimation approaches based on partial network informa-
tion are well accepted to generate traffic matrices because
of excessively high cost of direct online measurement. The
estimation problem can be briefly described as follows. Let y
be the vector of link counts, x be the traffic matrix reorganized
as a column vector. The routing matrix is denoted by A,
where Aij is equal to 1 if route i belongs to OD pair j or
0 otherwise. Then the relationship among link counts, traffic
matrix and routing matrix can be expressed as y = Ax. We
can obtain the link counts y and routing matrix A through
SNMP measurements and IGP link weights together with
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network topology information, respectively. However, The
computation of traffic matrix x from the above equation is
not straightforward, since the number of OD pairs is far more
than that of the link counts. The matrix A is thus less than full
rank, making the fundamental problem an ill-posed system.

Researchers in recent years have proposed a variety of meth-
ods and models to make estimation processes more convenient
and precise, which are well summarized in [4]. Few of these
studies, however, are concerned with estimation on Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) traffic matrices.

Peer-to-peer systems have gained tremendous popularity
in the past few years. Numerous studies present that traffic
generated by P2P systems and applications accounts for a
major fraction of the Internet traffic [10]. The large volume
of P2P traffic significantly increases the load on the Internet,
making networks more vulnerable to congestion and failures,
and hence brings new challenges to efficiency and fairness of
networks. There has long been a desire for ISPs to improve
overlay routing schemes in a friendlier means for both users
and ISPs.

The model proposed in the paper is based on observation of
important features in real P2P systems. Multi-connections are
concurrently established for data exchange and transmission
between a host and a subclass of all its neighbors, which
are called peers in P2P systems. The number of concurrent
connections and the choice of peers are decided by peer selec-
tion policies and thus differ among different P2P systems and
applications. It implies that the volume of data transmission
will be greatly affected by the number of peers in networks and
the distance between them. Here, distance can be described
via overlay virtual distance, AS hops or even geographic
Euclid distance. Moreover, P2P traffic localization is another
important issue.

To capture these crucial features, we proposed a model
to estimate P2P traffic matrices. As mentioned in [8], the
model can be used to generate or characterize traffic matrices
for a given network topology or parameters with physical
meanings. It takes the following physically meaningful fac-
tors into consideration. The number of peers is the first to
be considered. Intuitively, networks with more peers should
have larger volumes of P2P traffic. Another factor is the
traffic localization ratio, which covers the internally exchanged
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Fig. 1. P2P traffic matrices aggregation process

portion of P2P traffic. And the last but not least one is the
distance between different networks. As is mentioned above,
distance can precisely reflect the peer selection strategy of the
concerned system.

Using real P2P traffic traces of both P2P live streaming
applications and P2P file sharing systems, we evaluate the per-
formance of our model through comparison with another two
typical models proposed for general traffic matrices estimation,
namely the gravity model [1] and the independent connection
model [8]. Evaluation results show that the newly proposed
P2P model outperforms the other two models in terms of
estimate errors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we illustrate the methodology as a guideline to develop
the model, following which the model to estimate P2P traffic
matrices are formally presented in Section III. We have
evaluated our model by real P2P traffic traces in Section IV
and discussed other issues of our model in Section V. After
briefly looking back to the related work in Section VI, we
conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY

In this section we will present several important notations
and illustrate the methodology as a guideline to develop a
precise model.

Generally, an element Xij in traffic matrix X represents
traffic volume flowing from the original node i to the des-
tination node j during a certain time interval. In previous
works on general traffic matrices, since researchers mainly
focused on the traffic exchanged between links or routers, a
node is conventionally referred to as a router. In our mode,
however, we will focus on the application layer traffic which
reflects application or user behavior. The node in our model
thus represents a P2P user group comprised of several P2P
hosts.

We assume that the network has N P2P users altogether,
denoted by H(< h1, h2, · · · , hN >). Each P2P user hi can
form a basic P2P user group with the lowest granularity.

The basic P2P user groups can be further aggregated into
high-level P2P user groups as shown in Fig. 1. We can
merge the basic P2P user groups within the same institution
network into a new institution P2P user group. Similarly, the
institution user groups can also be clustered into metro user

Fig. 2. A simple example of P2P traffic matrix

groups. Therefore, a new user group with higher granularity
can always be generated through gathering several P2P user
groups at relatively low level, until all peers are involved in
the same group.

We use Hk
i to represent the ith P2P user group, where k is

the aggregation level. And Hk+1 thus is the cluster of Hk
i (t),

which can be represented by Eq. 1.

Hk+1 = {Hk
i | i ∈ {1, · · · , |Hk+1|}} (1)

According to the above definition, H1 is the basic P2P user
group cluster, while H2 is the aggregation of H1(t).

While investigating P2P traffic between different institu-
tions, we are interested in the P2P traffic exchanged among
institution P2P user groups and try to figure out the institution
P2P traffic matrix. Similar to user groups, P2P traffic matrices
with higher granularity level can be calculated by aggregating
relatively low level P2P traffic matrices.

The P2P traffic matrix Xk represents the P2P traffic ex-
changed between different P2P user groups Hk

i during a
certain time interval. The element Xk

ij of a P2P traffic matrix
can be directly inferred from elements of the P2P traffic matrix
with a lower level, which is illustrated by Eq. 2.

Xk
ij =

∑
∀s,Hk−1

s ⊂Hk
i

∑
∀t,Hk−1

t ⊂Hk
j

Xk−1
st (2)

Iki and Eki are total P2P traffic volumes of Hk
i sent to and

received from Hk
j (j 6= i), respectively.

Iki =

j=n∑
j=1

Xk
ij(j 6= i) Eki =

i=n∑
i=1

Xk
ij(i 6= j) (3)

Assume that Cki is the amount of traffic exchanged within
Hk
i , the total uploading and downloading volume of P2P traffic

in Hk
i , denoted respectively by Uki and Dk

i , can be derived
from Eq. 4.

Uki = Iki + Cki Dk
i = Eki + Cki (4)

Let |Hk
i | denote the number of peers in Hk

i , and the portion
of peers in Hk

i to the total peers is µki = |Hk
i |/N . The network

distance between Hk
i and Hk

j is dkij , which can be measured by
hop counts, RTT, or geographic distance between two nodes.
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Fig. 3. The download process of BitTorrent

For simplicity, we present a simple topology with three
nodes representing three user groups in Fig 2. Assume that
the aggregation level denoted by k equals to 4, and the time
interval t is omitted here. The numbers marked beside arrows
denote the volume of P2P traffic along the directions of arrows,
whose unit is omitted. Take Node 1 for example, X4

11 = 400,
X4

12 = 900, X4
21 = 400. The total uploading and downloading

volume of P2P traffic for Node 1, denoted by U4
1 and D4

1 , are
2300 and 1800, respectively.

III. THE MODEL FOR P2P TRAFFIC MATRICES

In this section we first deeply analyze characteristics of
BitTorrent system [13], based on which the model to estimate
P2P traffic matrices is proposed. Then processes of parameters
learning and P2P traffic matrices generation are presented.

A. Characteristics in P2P Systems

In this subsection, we will have a deep insight into P2P
systems as the base of modeling P2P traffic. Here we take Bit-
Torrent [13], a typical and popular P2P file sharing application,
as an example to analyze characteristics in P2P systems.

BitTorrent is a traditional P2P file sharing application. The
basic process is as follows. A big file will be divided into small
data pieces and BitTorrent users will download data pieces
in need from other peers. Like other P2P applications, each
BitTorrent user will only have a few other BitTorrent users as
neighbors which improve the overall scalability.

Recent studies found peer behaviors are quite different [14].
Some peers upload a lot of data but seldom download, while
some peers download a lot of data but seldom upload. So we
can roughly classify peers into the following three categories:
• Seeds: peers that upload a lot of data but never download.

In BitTorrent, seeds do not have bias against uploading.
• Free-riders: peers that download a lot of data but seldom

upload. Free-riders are more likely to reject the data
request from other P2P peers.

• Leechers: peers that not only download but also upload
data. In BitTorrent, leechers prefer uploading to peers
who have uploaded more data to them before.

The download process is shown in Fig. 3, which can be
divided into three phases: peer requirement, data request and
data transmission.

In peer requirement phase, a peer newly joining in the
system will request a list containing the information of other
peers from one or several central servers which are called
trackers. The list only contains partial peers in the system. In
the mainstream implementation of trackers, the peers in the
list are selected randomly without any bias. But recently, a lot
of researchers focused on improving the phases, such as P4P,
Oracle [15] [16]. Their common idea is that a host prefers
to select their neighboring peers to improve the performance.
The network distance is either measured by peers themselves
or provided by ISP-operated services. In the case, P2P peer
selection is related to the network distance.

In the next phase, a peer will send data requests to other
peers on the list. According to the default setting in BitTorrent,
a host could only concurrently upload to at most four peers,
so the data requests might be rejected. Leechers will prefer
responding to the data request from peers who have uploaded
to them, while free-riders will reject the majority of the data
requests they receive.

Connections are set up between a host and each of its
peers who have accepted data requests, and then the data
transmission phase will begin.

B. Modeling Basic P2P Traffic Matrices
We refer to the traffic exchanged between each pairs of peers

as basic P2P traffic matrices. To simplify the analysis, the
dynamic of peers in P2P systems are not considered. We built
up a probability model to capture basic P2P traffic matrices
as the basis of modeling high-level P2P traffic matrices.

Hereafter we use Gs, Gf and Gl to respectively denote the
cluster of seeds, free-riders and leechers.

Considering two peers hi and hj , the process of hi sending
data to hj can be broken down as follows. Firstly, hj gets the
peer list from trackers, in which the probability of containing
hi is denoted by P sji. Assume that the data request rate from
hj to hi is Tji, and the probability of hi responding the data
request from hj is P rij . Finally, hi begins to transfer data to
hj with the flow throughput Bij . So we know that the traffic
from hi to hj is:

Xij = P sjiTjiP
r
ijBij (5)

Now we will go through each parameters in Eq. 5. For hi
who is not seed, the probability of not getting the specific
hj from tracker in the i-th place of the list is 1 − 1/(N −
i) ∗ dsji, where N is the total number of P2P users in the
system and dji is the network distance between hi and hj . Peer
selection factor s is nonnegative, if it equals to 0, trackers will
return a list of peers randomly; otherwise, trackers will take
the network distance into consideration. Assuming hi retrieves
Li peers from the tracker, the probability of not getting hj ,
denoted by P sij , can be derived from Eq. 6.

P sij =

Li∏
ψ=1

(1− 1

(N − ψ)(dij)s
) (6)

Since N � Li always holds in P2P systems, the probability
of getting hj is:
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P sij = 1− P sij ≈ 1− (1− 1
N(dji)s

)Li

≈ 1− (1− Li

N(dji)s
) = Li

N(dji)s
(7)

Seeds will not download data, so they will not retrieve the
list. Therefore, for both seed and non-seed peers, we have:

P sij =

{
0, hi ∈ Gs

Li

N(dji)s
, hi 6∈ Gs (8)

Seeds will not request data, so their data request rates always
equal to 0. For hi who is not seed, assume that hi sending out
Ri request each time period and it had Mi members. Ignoring
the differences of the downloaded data of each peer, we regard
data request from hi to hj as Ri/Mi. And Tij is thus presented
as follows:

Tij =

{
0, hi ∈ Gs
Ri

Mi
, hi 6∈ Gs

(9)

Since free-riders will reject the entire data request, P rij is 0
when hi belongs to free-riders. When the service capacity Si
is not less than demand Di, P rij is 1; Otherwise, P rij is Si/Di.
Leechers will prefer uploading to peers who have uploaded to
them before. When Si is not less than demand Di, P rij is also
1. But when Si is insufficient, the P rij is related to P rji. We
can get:

P rij =



0, hi ∈ Gf
min(1, Si

Di
), hi ∈ Gs

1,Si ≥ Di

0,Si < Di

}
, hi ∈ Gl, hj ∈ Gf

1, Si ≥ Di
prji∑
pr
ji

Si

Di
, Si < Di

}
, hi ∈ Gl, hj ∈ Gl

(10)
When two peers begin to transfer data, the data transmission

rate is not relevant to the type of peers, but only to the flow
throughput. From the classical TCP performance model [21],
we can obtain:

TCPBW =
C ∗MSS

RTT
√
p

(11)

where C is the number of TCP ACK packets, MSS is the
maximal segment size, RTT is the round trip time, and p is
the packet drop probability. Since they can all be considered
as the metrics of network distance, Bij is in proportion to
1/dsij . And s is the transfer performance factor of network
distance. Assume the bottleneck is the upload capacity rather
than the download capacity, which is a common assumption
in modeling the performance of P2P system [14]. Then the
upload capacity of hi is allocated to different peers according
to the weight of 1/dsij .

Therefore, we can deduce the following expression:

Bij ∝ 1/dsij ⇒ Bij =
1/(dij)

s∑
j 1/(dij)

s
Ui (12)

From the previous analysis, we can get the basic P2P traffic
between different types of peers as shown in TABLE I. Seeds

TABLE I
BASIC P2P TRAFFIC MATRIX

Type Gs Gf Gl

Gs 0 Xsf Xsl

Gf 0 0 0
Gl 0 Xlf Xll

have no incoming traffic, while free-riders have no outgoing
traffic.

Data exchanged thus can be derived from Eq. 13:

Xsf
ij = Xsl

ij =
RjLj

MjN
Ui

(dij)s
∗min(1, Sj

Dj
) ∗ 1/dtij∑

j
1/(dij)s

X lf
ij =

RjLj

MjN
Ui

(dij)s
∗

{
1,Si ≥ Di

0,Si < Di

}
1/(dij)

s∑
j
1/(dij)s

X ll
ij =

RjLj

MjN
Ui

(dij)s
∗

{
1, Si ≥ Di
prji∑
pr
ji

Si

Di
, Si < Di

}
1/(dij)

s∑
j
1/(dij)s

(13)
The model of basic P2P traffic matrices has assumed that

the whole system considered is in stable status. The final traffic
matrix is a probability matrix. It is thus hard to get accurate
P2P traffic matrices by using the model directly. But after ag-
gregation, P2P user groups and P2P traffic exchanged between
different user groups will have statistical characteristics. The
model of basic P2P traffic matrix is the basis of our high-level
model.

C. Modeling High-level P2P Traffic Matrices

In Section III.A, we have illustrated that the k-level P2P
traffic matrix can be inferred from the (k − 1)-level P2P
traffic matrix via Eq. 2. Therefore, through aggregation, we
can achieve the k-level P2P traffic matrix from the basic level
P2P traffic matrix.

Xk
ij =

∑
hm∈Hk

i

∑
hn∈Hk

j

X1
mn (14)

where X1
mn denotes the basic level P2P traffic matrix derived

from Eq. 5.
Now we are in the position of exploring the statistical

characteristics in high-level P2P traffic matrix so as to obtain
the model for estimation.

Considering P2P user groups Hk
i and Hk

j with population
of peers denoted by |Hk

i | and |Hk
j |, respectively. Then P sji is

the probability of containing peers belonging to Hk
i on the

peer lists of users in Hk
j getting from tracker severs, it thus

should be proportional to peer ratios of these two groups, µi
and µj , and inverse proportional to the network distance dij .

P sji ∝
|Hk

i ||Hk
j |

(dij)s
∝
µki µ

k
j

(dij)s
(15)

For Tji, the request rate of Hj is proportional to the total
download capacity of Hj , and the response probability P rij is
proportional to service capacity of Hi, as is illustrated in Eq.
16:

Tji ∝ Di, P rij ∝ Ui (16)
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For Hi and Hj , the flow throughput between them is inverse
proportional to the network distance.

Bij ∝
1

(dij)s
(17)

Then we derive the model to estimate high-level P2P traffic
matrix, as is shown below:

Xij =
Kµiµj
(dij)s

UiDj (18)

where K is a scale factor and s is the distance factor of peer
selection and flow throughput. The larger the value of s is, the
more important of the distance factor will be in peer selection
process and the more impact of network distance will have on
transmission performance.

Considering the time series, the model can be rewritten as
follows:

Xij(t) =
Kµi(t)µj(t)

(dij)s
Ui(t)Dj(t) (19)

Compared with the simple gravity model in [1], the model
uses Ui(t) and Dj(t) as the repulsive factors instead of Ii(t)
and Ei(t).

Xij =
IiEj∑
k Ek

(20)

As shown in Eq. 20, Xij and Xji are independent in the
simple gravity model. The assumption is valid in real traffic
[8]. P2P traffic in the forward and reverse directions has strong
dependence because peers in the two networks exchange data
in both directions of the connection.

D. Parameters Learning

The parameters in our model have their physical meanings,
such as the distance matrix dij representing distance among
networks in terms of hop counts or geographic distance. In
order to obtain an accurate model to estimate P2P traffic
matrix, the learning process is necessary to adjust parameters
according to real historical traffic traces.

By using the number of peers and the average upload and
download rates from the measurement, Ui(t) and Dj(t) can be
estimated. But Ui(t) and Dj(t) can be also inferred by Ii(t)
and Ej(t), which can be measured at the edge routers of the
nodes.

Ui(t) =
Ii(t)

Ii(t)/Ui(t)
=

Ii(t)

1− Ci(t)/Ui(t)
=

Ii(t)

1− αi(t)

Di(t) =
Ei(t)

Ei(t)/Di(t)
=

Ei(t)

1− Ci(t)/Di(t)
=

Ei(t)

1− βi(t)

(21)

αi(t) and βi(t) are the traffic localization factor, where

αi(t) =
Ci(t)

Ui(t)
, βi(t) =

Ci(t)

Di(t)
(22)

αi(t) is thus the P2P traffic fraction exchanged internally out
of the total upload of P2P traffic, while βi(t) is the P2P traffic
fraction exchanged internally out of the total downloading P2P
traffic.

From Eq. 19 ∼ 22, Xij(t) can be rewritten as follows:

Xij(t) =
Kµi(t)µj(t)

(dij)s
Ii(t)

1− αi(t)
Ej(t)

1− βj(t)
(23)

Simple algebraic manipulation gives us:

αi(t) =
βi(t)

Ii(t)
Ei(t)

+ (1− Ii(t)
Ei(t)

)βi(t)

βi(t) =
αi(t)

Ei(t)
Ii(t)

+ (1− Ei(t)
Ii(t)

)αi(t)

(24)

From Eq. 23 and 24, we can get

Xij(t) =
Kµi(t)µj(t)

(dij)s

(1 + Ii(t)
Ej(t)

)αj(t)Ii(t)Ej(t)

(1− αi(t))(1− αj(t))
(25)

Then parameters learning process could be formed as an op-
timization problem, as is shown below, with the minimization
of estimate errors as objective function.

minimize RelL2(Xij(t))
subject to 0 ≤ µi(t) ≤ 1, ∀i

0 ≤ αi(t) ≤ 1, ∀i
dij = dji, ∀i, j∑
i µi(t) = 1

(26)

Motivated by [4], here we introduce relative L2 norm, which
is shown in Eq. 27, as the metric of accuracy. X̂ij(t) is the
estimated value of the elements of the P2P traffic matrix by
our model, while Xij(t) is the true value. The lower the RelL2
is, the more accurate the model is.

RelL2(t) =

√∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1(Xij(t)− X̂ij(t))2√∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1Xij(t)2

(27)

We derive the values of µi(t), αi(t), and dij from solutions
of the above nonlinear program using optimization toolbox
provided in Matlab.

E. P2P Traffic Matrices Estimation
By applying the parameters in Eq. 25, the P2P traffic matrix

in the time interval t can be estimated. Assume that only the
Ingress and Egress P2P traffic volume is available, we can also
calculate the P2P traffic matrix. From Eq. 3, we can get:

kµi(t)

1− αi(t)

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

µj(t)Ej(t)

(1− βj(t))(dij)s
= 1,∀i

kµi(t)

1− βi(t)

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

µj(t)Ij(t)

(1− αj(t))(dij)s
= 1,∀i

(28)

Setting υi(t) = kµi(t)
1−αi(t)

and νi(t) = kµi(t)
1−βi(t)

, we get the
following relationships.

υi(t)

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

νj(t)Ej(t)

(dij)s
= 1,∀i

νi(t)

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

υj(t)Ij(t)

(dji)s
= 1,∀i

Xij(t) =
υi(t)νj(t)Ii(t)Ej(t)

(dij)s

(29)
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In accordance with 29, we can calculate υi(t) and νi(t)
using Algorithm 1, with ingress P2P traffic I(t) = [Ii(t)],
egress P2P traffic E(t) = [Ei(t)] and distance matrix dij
in each time period. And then, P2P traffic matrices can be
calculated.

Here we set the error threshold θthreshold to be 10−5 based
on experimental observations. With additional P2P traffic in
the networks, such as P2P traffic in links, the estimated
result of our model can be further used as the input of
other tomographic methods. A more accurate input of the
tomographic methods can lead to a more accurate result.

This approach has the following advantages for P2P traf-
fic matrix generation. First, the parameters have physical
meanings in real network. For example, one can adjust the
distance factor of peer selection s and the traffic localization
factor αi(t) to analyze the distance impact in different P2P
applications and networks. Besides, different distributions of
peers in the network can be generated to investigate the impact
of some popular P2P networks. Second, our model needs a few
inputs: nt+ n+ 2 for a network of size n over t time steps.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Algorithm
Input: I ,E,dij
Output: υ,ν
ν = [0.1, . . . , 0.1] // an initialized value as the seed
while true do

for i = 1 to N do
υi = 1/

∑N

j=1

νjEj

(dij)s
(j 6= i)

ν′ = ν
end for
for i = 1 to N do
νi = 1/

∑N

j=1

υjIj
(dji)s

(j 6= i)

end for
if ‖ ν − ν′ ‖< θthreshold then

break;
end if

end while

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our
model in estimating Peer-to-Peer traffic matrix. As is illus-
trated above, estimation accuracy will partially depend on the
choice of parameters. We thus firstly investigate the influence
of parameters on P2P model performance, and then make
a comparison among gravity model, independent connection
model and our P2P model on estimation errors.

A. Evaluation Setup

Although public traces of general traffic matrix are available
online, those of P2P traffic are not found yet. To evaluate
the performance of our model, we collect datasets containing
both P2P live streaming application traces and P2P file sharing
application traces.

The former traces are collected form PPLive [12], a pop-
ular P2P live streaming application in China. The traces are
comprised of traffic volume of live streaming data exchanged
in six different ISPs in China: China Telecom, China Netcom,

China Mobile, Cernet, China TieTong and the others (users
beside the first 5 ISPs). And in the following evaluations, we
use pplive dataset to indicate the traffic traces above.

And the latter traces are derived from running BT-like
software on PlanetLab TestBed [19], which involves data
exchange logs of 289 valid hosts all around the world. Then
we get the geographical information of each host via mapping
host IP to its corresponding latitude and longitude [20]. Based
on the geographical coordinate, we derive a traffic matrix data
set called planet dataset hereafter.

From the above description, we need to highlight that the
two datasets derived are of different granulates. The former
one is an ISP-level traffic matrix, while the latter one is at
the host level. Therefore, if our model performs well using
both of the above two datasets, we may deduce that it is an
appropriate model to estimate P2P traffic matrices.

B. Evaluation of Parameters Influence

P2P model performance mainly depends on two categories
of parameters, namely the distance matrix dij and distance
factor s, respectively. In this subsection, we will use the above
two datasets to investigate the impact of distance matrix dij
and distance factor s on estimation accuracy.

A traffic matrix estimate yields an estimation value per OD
flow, denoted by X̂ij(t), for each time interval t. We can
derive a set of error metrics across both time and space using
the Xij(t) and X̂ij(t). The two datasets mentioned above,
however, both collect data within one time interval and do not
contain a time series of flow estimates. Here t is thus set to
be a fixed number, say 1, and we can observe the estimate
errors across all OD flows for that fixed t. In the following
evaluations, we use different ways to view and summarize
these errors aiming at properly exploring the influence of
parameters.

1) Distance matrix: In order to evaluate distance matrix dij
using two datasets, for each dataset we separately derive two
variations of our P2P model with two different sets of distance
parameters.

For pplive dataset, in the first variation, distance elements
between each ISP pair are all set to be 1, which is named
pplive-1. The second variation is the pplive-2, where the
distance elements between each ISP pair are all set to be 1,
except that between China Telecom and China Netcom which
equals to 2. The larger distance value between the above two
ISPs is reasonable as bottlenecks between China Telecom and
China Netcom observed in [11].

For planet dataset, the first variation is named planet-1.
Similar to pplive-1, its distance elements are all set to be 1.
And as the second variation, planet-2 sets distance elements
between each OD pair according to their geographic distance.

Motivated by [4], we use the spatial errors as a metric of
estimation accuracy, which is given as follows

RelL2SP (i, j) =

√∑T
t=1(Xij(t)− X̂ij(t))2√∑T

t=1Xij(t)2
(30)
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Fig. 4. Relative L2 norm error in space

For each flow we compute the relative L2 norm thus deriv-
ing an error metric per flow. The flow error distribution with
different values of distance factors s is given in Fig. 4 (a) and
(b). We can see different distance factor s in both cases, and
no matter which dataset is used for evaluation, the variation
with distance matrix reflecting practical meanings between
OD pairs always outperforms the one with all distance matrix
elements set to 1 in terms of spatial relative L2 norm error.
Appropriate distance thus will improve estimation accuracy of
our P2P model.

2) Distance Factor: Similar to exploring distance matrix
dij , for each data base, we also use the two variations of our
P2P model separately derived from setting different distance
matrices.

Although CDF of spatial error can describe the estimate
errors distribution, it does not illustrate the overall estimate
error and is difficult to distinguish a particular distribution
among a large number of curves. We thus propose a metric
called aggregated error instead of spatial error to have a good
view of overall estimate error, which is defined as

RelL2AG =

√∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1

∑T
t=1(Xij(t)− X̂ij(t))2√∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1

∑T
t=1Xij(t)2

(31)

We vary the value of distance factor s from 0 to 4 with
0.1 as a step, and observe the series of aggregated relative L2
norm errors shown in Fig. 5.

In both cases, aggregated errors of the first variations, where
distance matrix elements are all set to be 1, will not be
affected by the variation of distance factor s, hence, they are
both straight lines in Fig. 1. The aggregated error of pplive-
1 reaches the minimum while s is 1.0 and exceeds that of
pplive-2 when s is larger than 2.5. It indicates that the distance
information has a positive impact on an appropriate distance
factor. However, s = 0.5 is the best value of distance factor
for planet dataset. As is illustrated before, a larger s indicates
that the network distance will have more impact on peer
selection and data transmission. It is normal and reasonable
that different datasets may have distinct preferred values of
distance factor s.

C. Performance Comparison

In this subsection, we will compare the estimation per-
formance of P2P model with the other two models, namely
Gravity model and Independent connection model.

First we vary the model parameters within the interval
[0, 1] and make a comparison among these three models
on estimation accuracy in terms of aggregated error. For
simplicity, here we only use the pplive dataset and the result is
exhibited in Fig. 6. To compare the models fairly, we assume
only ingress and egress P2P traffic are available in each model.
The x-axis is the free parameter in each model, and the y-axis
is the aggregated error.

In Gravity model, there is no free parameter, so the aggre-
gated error is a straight line. In the independent connection
model, the free parameter is f , which means the portion of
the total bidirectional traffic due to connections that are in the
forward direction. f (between 0 and 1) is suggested to set
between 0.2 to 0.3 in [8]. In our model, the free parameter is
the distance factor of peer selection s.

From Fig. 6, we learn that the performance of Indepen-
dent connection model largely depends on parameter f . Its
aggregated error can be either lower than that of the gravity
model or extensively large beyond our consideration. However,
it severely depends on parameter. Without any prior distance
information, the aggregated error of pplive-1 is only 2% lower
than that of the Independent connection model, and 18% lower
than that of the Gravity model.

However, after introducing very simple prior distance infor-
mation, pplive-2 has a great performance gain. The aggregated
error of pplive-1 is 32% lower than that of the independent
connection model, while 43% lower than that of the Gravity
model.

Secondly, we select the best parameter setting of each model
and explore the spatial errors of estimation results using these
three models. The cumulative distribution of spatial errors
using pplive dataset and planet dataset are separately plotted
in Fig. 7 (a) and (b).

We can see that in the first case using pplive dataset, roughly
70% of the estimate errors of P2P model are under 0.3. From
the trend of CDF curves, P2P model obviously outperforms
the other two models.

In the second case using planet dataset, the distribution of
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Fig. 5. Aggregated error with different distance factor s
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spatial errors is similar between the P2P model and Inde-
pendent connection model, which both outperform the gravity
model. However, over 50% of spatial errors using P2P model
are under 0.1, whereas the percentage of spatial errors smaller
than 0.1 is only 30% using Independent connection model.

Our P2P model thus always exhibits better estimation per-
formance in terms of both spatial error and aggregated error,
no matter which dataset to use, than the other two models.

V. DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work focusing
on P2P traffic matrices estimation problem. Although the
performance of our model is well analyzed in Section IV,
there remains several issues we should discuss in details.

Q1: Can network operators and ISPs directly benefit
from the proposed P2P model?

A1: Yes. Traffic generated by all kinds of P2P applications
has occupied a majority of the bandwidth available in Internet.
It has long been a desire for network operators and ISPs to
improve the efficiency and fairness through traffic engineering
approaches.

Based on analysing and modelling characteristics of P2P
applications, our P2P model appropriately reflect the distri-
bution of P2P traffic in the form of traffic matrix in the
Internet. Owning to the inherent feature of P2P model, network
operators and ISPs can have a good picture of P2P traffic
distribution with different granularity levels, such as stub-AS
level or AS level. As basic input traffic information, a number
of measures, such as cache deployment or traffic redirection,

could be exerted by network operators and ISPs for traffic
management and optimization.

Q2: Is it necessary to generate different P2P models
especially for distinct categories of P2P systems and
applications?

A2: No. Although our P2P model is derived from the
analysis of P2P file share system, it does not mean that
our model is only capable of estimating P2P traffic matrices
for that exact application. Our model has captured common
characteristics among different categories of P2P systems and
applications, such as multi-connections and imbalance among
peers on uploading volume. Therefore, it is unnecessary to
generate a special model for each category of P2P systems
and applications.

This is also validated by the evaluation of our model, where
both a P2P live streaming dataset and a P2P file sharing dataset
are used for performance evaluation. Results have shown that
our P2P model is a universal approach to estimate P2P traffic
matrices without differentiating application categories.

VI. RELATED WORK

During the past decade many approaches have been pro-
posed to deal with the traffic matrix estimation problem.
Several methods, classified as the first generation techniques
[4], introduce additional network information and thus turn the
problem to be well-constrained. Simple models (e.g. Gaussian,
Poisson) have also been applied to reduce the spatial or
temporal correlations of OD pairs, which make these methods
highly depend on the choice of prior models. The demerit of
these methods leads to proposition of the second generation
methods.

The gravity model [1], a typical second generation method,
utilizes extra information derived from SNMP data. It assumes
that the traffic in forward and reverse directions is irrelative.
Despite that the gravity model is extensively used for esti-
mating traffic matrices and generating synthetic traffic [9], its
assumption on routing schemes between OD pairs has been
proved unrealistic in [8]. These second generation approaches
provide valuable insight and make a great improvement over
the first generation methods, whereas they are incapable of
reducing estimate errors.

Recently, a series of methods have been proposed aiming at
pushing estimation error rate sufficiently low, such as Principal
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Fig. 7. Relative L2 norm error in space of three models

Components Method [16] and Fanout Method [17]. These
methods are classified into the third generation methods in
[4], because they commonly rely on traffic data collecting
from flow monitors to alleviate the estimate errors. All of
these methods assume that when changes in traffic matrix
are detected, the flow monitors will turn on for a period of
24 hours. Therefore, the decrease on estimate errors is at the
expense of cost increase on traffic measurement. Despite that
the third generation methods perform well, as are illustrated
in [4], they are not suitable for estimating P2P traffic matrix
because of the heavy monitor cost caused by frequent changes
of P2P traffic.

The extra information used in the third generation methods
is also mainly generated from gravity model. Unlike the
gravity model, the independent connection model [8] is a
connection oriented model, which assumes the ratio of forward
traffic to reverse traffic is constant. This assumption may be
unrealistic in the P2P systems. Although P2P applications also
exchange data in both directions of the connection, the number
of bytes exchanged, however, is partially constrained by link
bandwidths. For instance, the ratio of P2P traffic volume from
LANs to ADSL is usually larger than that reversely.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a novel model to estimate P2P
traffic matrices in networks. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first model approach to estimate P2P traffic matrices.
Important factors are considered in our model, including the
number of peers, the localization ratio of P2P traffic, and the
distances among different networks. Here distance can be hop
counts or geographic distance accordingly. To validate our
model, we have evaluated the performance using both real
P2P live steaming traces and file sharing application traces.
Evaluation results show that the proposed model outperforms
the other two typical models for general traffic matrices
estimation, in terms of estimate errors.

Several studies could be carried on as future work, involving
considering dynamic features of peers in P2P systems and
making more evaluation experiments to further validate our
model as well as applying our model to concrete application
areas.
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